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Introduction

Hi my name is Jaxi and I love Warrior Cats. This will come in many parts so there is one chapter?
Happy, Romance (durr), Heartbreak? a bit sad.
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Chapter 1

My name is Winterkit. My siblings? well. I have one. Daisykit.
We are six moons old and we're going to be made apprentices!
She'll probably be a medicine cat.
I'm gonna be a warrior!
My mom is Silverstar, the leader of MoonClan. She made MoonClan!
MoonClan is descended from ShadowClan, one of the original Clans of us warrior Clans.
Then there is EchoClan, which is descended from WindClan, and AuraClan, which is descended from
RiverClan, and TreeClan. Descended from ThunderClan!
We all had tragedies to make these new Clans.
Oooh!
"Everyone old enough to catch their own prey, gather beneath the MoonRock!" that's Silverstar.
Cloudheart, my dad, ushers me Daisykit and Emberkit out of the nursery.
"Emberkit," Silverstar starts. "You are now, Emberpaw. Your mentor is Cloudheart." What? No! I
wanted my father to be my mentor!
"Daisykit," Silverstar starts again, "you are now Daisypaw. Your mentor will be Thrushpelt." Now
Daisypaw? is going to be a warrior? I feel faint.
"Winterkit," Silverstar stares at me. I go forward. "You are now Winterpaw. Your mentor is
Hollywhisker."
NOOO! Hollywhisker is the medicine cat? that was to be my sister!
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Introduction

Hi it's Winterstar again. Jaxi. I hope you like this. Winterpaw is now a medicine cat! Fine out what
happens when she is one?
Happy, Sad Heartbreak Romance (durr)
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Chapter 1

"Hello little one," Hollywhisker's kind words shake me out of my trance.
"Uhhh?" I stutter. "Hi?" Hollywhisker laughs.
"I haven't had an apprentice before!" She purrs warmly. "This will be fun, you'll see."
But I don't see! I don't WANT to be a stinky medicine cat! Emberpaw looks at me and mewls
excitedly, "I bet we're gonna hunt and patrol and--" I cut him off with a sharp look.
Emberpaw knows how much I wanted to be a warrior.
I let Hollyshisker lead me into her den. Well, the medicine cat den.
"No playing?" I whisper.
"So? would you like to know how to sort the herbs from one another?" I say fine and she shows me.
"I didn't like doing it when I was an apprentice either. So I made a game!" she taught me her game,
and it actually worked!
"You are awesome at making games!" I say. Hollywhisker laughs.
"I've had a lot of practice."
I look at her inquiringly. "I played these games because I knew that I had to be a medicine cat." I look
at her, wide-eyed.
"You are sooo cool."
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Introduction

Hi it's me again. Enjoy!

Once again, Happiness, sadness, romance (durr) and heartbreak.
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Chapter 1

Authors note:
Hi I'm hoping you guys like these comment when you can so maybe rate them?? Anyway this is part
three in Broken Code. The warrior code is important. "Broken Code". Anyway byee!
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Chapter 2

Hollywhisker purred her lively purr. "I thank you very much," she said. "But I am not that good."
I help sort the rest of the herbs and then we go scavenging for more.
"This is actually pretty fun!" I purred. "Amazing even!"
Hollywhisker purrs and keeps going.
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Introduction

Hi! Winterstar again.
So, I think that you think that Hollywhisker and Winterpaw will fall in Love, and I'm absolutely
thinking about it, but I had a different plan!
Hmmm?
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Chapter 1

Authors Note:
So, I think I got it figured out, but if you hate it, email me or comment. I'd prefer comment thanks.
So please tell me if I should change it but I don't think I can. Tell me if you like it or not, and I'll do
something about it.
~ Winterstar
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Chapter 2

I trot around, hoping to find some Coltsfoot or something.
"Winterpaw?" Hollywhisker hesitates, "do you remember when I was an apprentice?" I nod. "Yeah I
was jealous. VERRY jealous. YOU were an apprentice and I was only 5 moons old!"
Hollywhisker looks down. "Yeah. Just recalled what happened and wanted to see if you
remembered."
We pad around the border quietly, searching, hoping to find some herbs.
"I can't find any." I say.
"Just wait." she replied.
I waited and waited.
And then I DID find some Coltsfoot!
"Awesome!" I purr delightedly. We also find Parsley.
"That's not that often." Hollywhisker remarks.
"How did you finish your training that fast?" I ask.
Hollywhisker sighs.
"I guess I was good at being a medicine cat. Apparently Berryheart was good enough at convincing
Silverstar to let me be a medicine cat sooner than I was supposed to.
"It was surprising at first but then I got used to it."
"See?" I tell her, "You're the best!"
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Introduction

It's a poem about me. It's simply about a broken heart ? please read and comment. If you have any
suggestions on what you'd want to see for my next poem please let me know ???
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Chapter 1

What's this feeling?
I'm getting a bit worse with each coming day
When I look him in the eyes, mine don't light up anymore
When I walk past him, I don't laugh anymore
What's this feeling? its like my mind moved on but my heart didn't
It's not just a crush anymore
Why does this hurt so much?
Why does it make me cry seeing him sad?
He never cried for me
He only fights for me
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